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Calculating ROI
You invest thousands in EdTech every year. But do you know if those 
dollars are being put to good use? Usage is an important part of the 
ROI equation. 

Calculating ROL
Your online reading program recommends 60 minutes of use every 
week to achieve results. Usage data reveals which licenses are being 
used enough to meet goals. 

Budgeting
Don’t budget blind. Tap usage data to make more informed spending 
decisions so only EdTech resources that are used — and effective —  
become line-item expenses. 
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Vendor Negotiations
There’s always wiggle room when you have usage data. If something 
shows promise but doesn’t quite have legs, discuss reducing costs  
until you achieve full utilization.  

Professional Development Planning
Use usage data to see where adoption is strong and where it’s  
lagging. Turn your most frequent users into ambassadors to increase 
adoption and effective implementation. 
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EdTech Implementation
Present usage data to everyone from concerned parents to the  
schoolboard to create transparency and peace-of-mind that  
investments are being used, and used correctly. 

Parent-Teacher Conferences
Back up conversations around issues with distraction. Show  
parents what their student has been up to when they should be  
focused on schoolwork.
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Teaching Digital Citizenship
Some students struggle with internet distractions more than  
others. See which kids are fighting to stay focused and help them  
use the internet more responsibly.  

Enforcing Usage Policies 
Audit web traffic to know which sites students are visiting. From  
there, take steps to keep them off sites they shouldn’t be on and  
focused on the sites they should. 

10 Maximizing EdTech Usage
Know which licenses are activated, active and being used enough  
to produce results. Take action to correct underperformance or  
underutilization. 

DISTILL THE DATA
How can you possibly keep track of how every student is using every piece  
of EdTech in your schools? With NetRef. Track and download EdTech usage  

data for students, schools and your district and view activity in an  
easy-to-read dashboard. Plus, get tools for managing devices throughout  

your network and monitoring web use in every classroom. 

10 Ways EdTech Usage Data Can  
Prove Really (Really) Useful

https://net-ref.com
https://twitter.com/netreferee
https://www.facebook.com/netrefcom/
https://www.youtube.com/user/NetworkReferee/feed

